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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

As we say farewell to Term 2, I’m sure many students,
staff and parents are breathing a sigh of relief. There
were certainly two distinct halves to this term: one
spent at home and online, and the other back on
campus since 25 May. With the return to face-to-face
learning, we all needed to be flexible and adaptable,
and I saw evidence of this every day. Teachers
commented on improved student attendance and
engagement in learning. For those who had fallen
behind, they reconnected with their teachers and
worked hard to catch up. Around the college and
in classrooms, the use of hand sanitiser and physical
distancing were important safety measures. Spaces
and classrooms had to be reconfigured, with some
areas repurposed (the Undercroft), some temporary
closures (the library) and some re-openings (the
H Block common room), to reflect the easing of
restrictions in the broader community.
Our recent mid-year assessment period, held during
week 8 of Term 2, was an important part of the
assessment calendar for our pre-tertiary courses.
Internal exams and folios are modelled on the
external assessments at the end of the year, and give
students the chance to experience exam conditions
and expectations. They also provide important
feedback on progress, so students can identify areas
of strength and those that require improvement.
Students will receive reports providing further
feedback on 12 August.

Principal, Dianne Purnell with students outside the
repurposed Undercroft

In response to Covid-19, The Office of Tasmanian
Assessment, Standards & Certification (TASC)
has made adjustments to course requirements
and external assessments for some subjects in
2020 and these can be found at TASC’s website
www.tasc.tas.gov.au. In addition the University of
Tasmania has initiated a Schools Recommendation
Program for University Entry for 2021, where
students can be offered a place in Term 3 this year.
More information about this program can be found
at https://www.utas.edu.au/undergraduate-study/
your-path-to-2021.
We recently farewelled our exchange students
from Brazil, and even though they had a very
different experience this year, the College was sad
to see them leave and we thank them for their
contribution to the College whilst they were here
and hope many will make return trips to Tasmania
in the future.
I hope everyone in our school community finds
time during the holiday period to reconnect with
their family, friends and local community. I’m sure
many people will take advantage of the eased
restrictions to travel within our beautiful state and
support our local businesses along the road to
recovery.
Dr Dianne Purnell
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The Hobart City Partner Schools
is a new model for secondary
education delivery in Hobart, in
response to the changing needs of
the community. The new model
includes New Town High, Ogilvie
High and Elizabeth College.
This partnership has been in
development for the past three
years, and in 2019, arrangements
for the implementation of
coeducational and complementary
course offerings across each of
the schools were formalised. The
Hobart City Partner Schools
partnership aims to place the
learner at the centre of their

MATHS: MORE
THAN JUST
NUMBERS
The Maths Department at Elizabeth
College has used technology to
assist and support students’ learning
for many years. So when the
lockdown occurred earlier this year,
our maths teachers felt prepared.
During the online learning period,
maths teachers quickly adapted,
using online teaching platforms
that were already familiar to them,
making the transition to teaching
online so much easier. Canvas, the
Education Department’s online
classroom, was already used in
the maths area, and became an
essential tool for online delivery and
assessment. Video technology also
played a crucial role in connecting
teachers with their students, with
Swivl used in Maths Methods,
tutorial videos uploaded in General
Maths 3, and regular Zoom classes
across all maths courses.
John Schuringa, manager of the
Maths learning area, says he’s really

educational journey, so that
their choices about where they
complete their education and what
they study suit their individual
needs and pathways. Currently,
the partnership offers 13 coeducational subjects as Year 9 and
Year 10 electives at Ogilvie and
New Town. In addition, students
will be able to study Year 11 and
12 subjects at any of the three
campuses. Some students may
choose to study a combination of
subjects at either two or all of the
schools. One of the benefits of
this partnership, is that the schools
are able to share resources and

facilities, as well as teachers and
support staff, to ensure that every
student receives the best possible
education.
In Term 3, students, parents
and other stakeholders will have
the opportunity to contribute
their thoughts and suggestions
on the proposed model. This
comprehensive community
engagement campaign will include
a survey and other opportunities
for feedback. The Department of
Education will contact you when
the campaign commences and you
will be encouraged to participate.
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impressed with the innovative
and flexible approaches to online
learning demonstrated by the
teachers in his Department. ‘It must
come from their natural problemsolving abilities,’ he reasons.
Year 10 and 11 students will soon
be choosing their subject choices
for next year, and many see maths
as an increasingly relevant area
of study. ‘Maths is more than just
numbers,’ says John. ‘It’s about life
skills; and about getting a great
qualifications that can set you up for
that university degree, TAFE course
or apprenticeship you’re interested
in. Studying maths can lead to jobs
in construction, finance, medicine,
teaching, engineering, games
development, IT, small business,
scientific research and so much
more. Maths can take you places.’
In an ever-changing and
unpredictable world, John believes
maths may hold many of the
answers we seek. ‘It’s the subject
that helps us predict the future,
discover new ideas and solve
problems, both big and small.’
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OUR NEW WEBSITE
They say that ‘necessity is the mother of invention’,
and one of the great online outcomes of the
lockdown period has been the upgrade of our
website. Elizabeth College has a strong tradition of
connecting with students, parents and the wider
community, and our new website now provides all
of the information and resources about Elizabeth
College at your fingertips, including video interviews
with students and teachers. Staff have been working
tirelessly behind-the-scenes and around-the-clock
to create both an interactive and informative site
that can answer most of the questions you may have
about enrolling and studying at Elizabeth College.
In past years, over 500 students (from both the
public and private high schools) have participated in
our annual Taster Day program. Taster Day offers
prospective students a great opportunity to see the
campus and meet our wonderful staff. This year, as a
result of restricted numbers for group gatherings, we
were unable to hold this event, so to help students
plan and decide where and what they want to study
during Year 11 and 12, our website now provides
comprehensive information about the enrolment
process and subject choices available across all areas,
including course details and requirements, photos
and short videos from each learning area. We have
also added a handy FAQ (frequently asked questions)
section that answers many of the questions we are

OUR NEW ABORIGINAL
EDUCATION WORKER
MICHELLE MAYNARD
At the start of Term 2, Aboriginal Education Worker,
Michelle Maynard, joined our Student Services team.
Michelle works across the three campuses of the
Hobart City Partner Schools, spending one day a
week at New Town and Ogilvie High Schools, and
Elizabeth College. The role of the Aboriginal Education
Worker is to support students and teachers, who
identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, in
areas of wellbeing, access, participation, engagement,
transition points and pathways. Michelle will also
contribute Aboriginal content and perspectives to
the curriculum and engage in the cultural enrichment
activities for the whole school community.
She says she is enjoying working with staff and
students at Elizabeth College, and she hopes to
develop a long-term approach to the support of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.
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typically asked about enrolling at EC. There is also a
link to our 2021 Elizabeth College Guide and 2021
Enrolment Brochure. The Enrolment Brochure
lists the various enrolment dates, times and locations
for each high school (including students from
non-government schools) for later this year and
early next year. To access our new website,
go to elizabethcollege.tas.edu.au
Of course, if you have further questions or would like
more information, you can always contact our main
office on 6235 6555 and speak to one of our assistant
principals, or a counsellor in Student Services.

In her spare time, Michelle is a contemporary
Indigenous artist and designer. The design on the
Information Booth in the Elizabeth Street Mall is a
project she recently completed. Michelle is on campus
every Wednesday and students can find her either in
the library workroom or in the Careers Centre.
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LIBRARY RENOVATION
The spaces we work and study in can influence the
enjoyment and productivity of learning. While the
Elizabeth College library is a bright and open space,
it was long overdue for a makeover. Library and
facilities staff packed 16,000 books into boxes and
moved all the shelves and furniture within a few days,
so the carpet layers could start work. The 30 year

THANKS TO OUR IT TEAM
During the online learning period it became
clear that, when we can’t access technology or
when it just doesn’t work, teaching and learning
can be brought to a standstill. That’s when
the competence and can-do approach of our
Information Technology (IT) staff became truly
apparent. For many teachers and students, the
IT staff were critical to connecting or reconnecting
them with the online space.
This term Rob Mastrocola joined Isaac Genge in
our IT area. Rob arrived during the middle of the
lockdown period, when IT was playing a pivotal
role in the transition of classes to online learning.
Rob said it was ‘Possibly the busiest six week
period I’ve experienced in the 22 years I’ve worked
for the Department of Education.’ He said that
they had to adapt quickly and do some things quite
differently to keep on top of the demand. Some of

old red carpet (as pictured) has now been replaced
with a modern grey carpet. The renovation has also
been a good opportunity to revamp work spaces
in the library. The library now includes an EAL Hub
and there are more quiet study spaces for students.
When the new mobile shelving arrives, there will
be a flexible fiction space for reading and browsing.
The library is once again open for students to study
and work during class time.

their roles included: providing teachers and students
with laptops and wifi dongles, diagnosing home
network problems, and learning how to use Microsoft
Teams and Zoom, so they could teach others how to
use these platforms.

Our IT experts, Rob Mastrocola and Isaac Genge
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THE NEW EAL
LEARNING HUB
Imagine taking college classes in maths, science,
dance, health and art when they are being taught
in a language that you hardly know at all. This is the
challenge faced by many students who are newly
arrived in Australia, and we are immensely proud
of their perseverance throughout their senior
secondary studies.
These students now have a new study area in the
EAL Hub in the library, which gives them a dedicated
space for learning, room for small pull-out groups and
a growing library of resources.
Eligible students also have the support of their EAL
teachers, who attend their classes, helping to bridge
the barrier of understanding so they can access and
participate more fully in their chosen courses.

EAL support teacher, Helen Parry with students in the new EAL Hub

The new EAL Learning Hub reflects the College’s
commitment to strengthening the support offered to
students for whom English is an additional language,
as we value the diverse and rich experiences and
knowledge these students bring to the school.

CHAPLAINCY:
MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Our Student Services team provide care for all
members of the Elizabeth College community, and
an important member of this team is our College
chaplain, Cameron Brett. Cameron provides spiritual
guidance and plays an active role in classroom and
College activities.
During lockdown, Cameron realised that many
teachers had limited contact with others throughout
their working day, so he made weekly visits to
staffrooms to have a chat and share some treats.
He also phoned students who were struggling with
the transition to online learning, and established a
Gratitude Wall, where students and staff could write
short messages about what they were grateful for
during social isolation, to promote mental wellbeing.
When students returned to campus on 25 May,
Cameron and David Newcombe reinstated the
Elizabeth College Breakfast Club, which is held every
Wednesday and Friday morning between 8.00am8:30am in the H Block Student Common Room.
This popular morning ritual gives students a chance
to socialise while snacking on delicious bakery items
donated by local businesses.
Cameron is also coordinating the annual Elizabeth
College Winter Appeal, so students can connect
with the wider community and help Hobart’s
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homeless. This Appeal supports the Salvation Army’s
Street2Home Community Outreach program and
students can give their donations to their Home
Group teacher between Monday 22 June and
Friday 31 July.
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A FOND FAREWELL
TO OUR BRAZILIAN
STUDENTS
On 17 June, we farewelled the Brazilian
students who have been studying at
Elizabeth College for the past four
months. It was unfortunate that the
students had to spend six weeks at
home isolating, however thanks to their
teachers at EC, the students were still
able to experience much of what our
school has to offer.
A special thanks must go to Sarah Hardy,
their Physical Recreation and Outdoor
Experiences teacher, who organised many
off-campus activities for them, including
a last minute excursion to the Tasman
Peninsula, so they could take in a little
more of our state before they left. We
wish all the Brazilian students the very
best as they return to school in Brazil
and hope that they stay in touch with
Elizabeth College.
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OUR ONLINE
MUSIC TUTORS
Many Elizabeth College students and staff found music
offered a creative outlet during isolation, and thanks
to the support and mentoring of their tutors, music
students at EC were able to stay connected and on
track with their learning.
EC’s music tutors boast a diverse range of knowledge,
skills and experience, and are practicing musicians
themselves. Our tutors provide expertise across a
large range of instruments for students studying in
various genres, as well as varying styles amongst our
composition students.
Jennie MacDonald, manager of the Performing Arts
Department, said, ‘Our music tutors and accompanists
have been doing an amazing job of supporting our
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students and thanks to their commitment and hard
work, our students made a smooth transition to online
learning and have returned to campus well-prepared.
Thanks to their tutors, our music students have gone
straight into the mid-year assessment program with
confidence and aplomb.’
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Pathways students with teacher, Adam Bester, practising thumb strapping

PATHWAYS STUDENTS:
LEARNING REAL
WORLD SKILLS

workforce. Almost every industry requires some sort of
first aid knowledge. This is a wonderful opportunity for
our students to gain not only a valuable life skill, but also
make them more employable at the same time.

This term the Year 11 Pathways class have been working
towards their First Aid Certification. The Pathways
program runs for the whole day over Lines 4 and 5 each
Tuesday, which allows students plenty of time to work
through the theory and practical sessions required for
this important qualification.

Students worked together in small groups and teams
to improve their knowledge of practical first aid tasks
such as the recovery position, bandaging and CPR.
They worked hard on the theory components as well,
covering topics ranging from asthma attacks, to burns
and poisons. Pathways teachers Tim Medwin, Amelia
Boughton, Adam Bester, Kate Kerr and Linda McCarthy
worked closely with Assistant Principal Oliver Close
to support the Pathways students during this fantastic
learning opportunity.

Students have been learning the latest first aid
techniques from internationally recognised trainer, St
John’s Ambulance Australia. This is a great qualification
for our Pathways students to take with them into the
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THEATRE PERFORMANCE:
TREADING THE BOARDS
ONCE AGAIN
The Theatre Performance class were thrilled to return
to the Elizabeth College Theatre this term. Rehearsals
for Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind began in
Term 1 but, much to the disappointment of the students,
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was cancelled when the school transitioned to online
learning. During week 8, the class was finally able to
perform a shortened version of the play to a small
audience of students and staff. Performed in the genre
of neo-futurism, Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind
combined scripted performance with improvisational
elements. The class are looking forward to rehearsing
their second major production in Term 3.

A WELCOME RETURN TO SCHOOL
NEWSLETTER JULY 2020

Elizabeth College is once again buzzing with the energy and enthusiasm of students in classrooms and around
the campus. Students are well and truly ‘Connected and On Track’.
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FROM THE ART DEPARTMENT
Artwork created in isolation by the talented students from our Art Department.
Antonio
Karabogdan

Dominic Woolcock

Kahnesha Mazey

Rhianna Page
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